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ABSTRACT
Continuous Integration (CI) is a development practice where devel-
opers frequently integrate code into a common codebase. After the
code is integrated, the CI server runs a test suite and other tools to
produce a set of reports (e.g., the output of linters and tests). If the
result of a CI test run is unexpected, developers have the option
to manually restart the build, re-running the same test suite on
the same code; this can reveal build flakiness, if the restarted build
outcome differs from the original build.

In this study, we analyze restarted builds, flaky builds, and their
impact on the development workflow. We observe that developers
restart at least 1.72% of builds, amounting to 56,522 restarted builds
in our Travis CI dataset. We observe that more mature and more
complex projects are more likely to include restarted builds. The
restarted builds are mostly builds that are initially failing due to a
test, network problem, or a Travis CI limitations such as execution
timeout. Finally, we observe that restarted builds have an impact
on development workflow. Indeed, in 54.42% of the restarted builds,
the developers analyze and restart a build within an hour of the
initial build execution. This suggests that developers wait for CI
results, interrupting their workflow to address the issue. Restarted
builds also slow down the merging of pull requests by a factor of
three, bringing median merging time from 16h to 48h.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Software engineers use Continuous Integration (CI) not only to
integrate their work into a common branch, but also to constantly
ensure the quality of their contributions. Continuous integration
was originally introduced in the twelve Extreme Programming prac-
tices [1], and it is now considered to a key software development
best practice in industry and Open-Source Software alike.
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Continuous integration is an automatic process that typically
executes the test suite, may further analyze code quality using static
analyzers, and can automatically deploy new software versions.
It is generally triggered for each new software change, or at a
regular interval, such as daily. When a CI build fails, the developer is
notified, and they typically debug the failing build. Once the reason
for failure is identified, the developer can address the problem,
generally by modifying or revoking the code changes that triggered
the CI process in the first place.

However, there are situations in which the CI outcome is unex-
pected, e.g., the build may fail unexpectedly, or for unanticipated
reasons. In this case, developers may restart the build (an option
generally provided by CI services) to check whether the unexpected
outcome is a result of system flakiness or some problem in the CI
environment (like network latency). A build whose output changes
after a restart is referred to as a flaky build, because by definition,
the software for which a build has been restarted has not changed
(but the CI result has). Although there exists prior work studying
flaky tests (one contributor to flaky builds) [11], to our knowledge,
there is no work that studies the practice of build restarts in a CI
context, and its implication for development workflow.

Free software and services, such as Jenkins1 and Travis CI2,
simplify the adoption of Continuous Integration by the whole com-
munity. In this work we study Travis CI, one of the largest and most
popular Continuous Integration services in use today. It is free, and
its build execution data is publicly available. Based on Travis CI
data, we design a study that aims to gain a better understanding
of the build restart process and its implication on development
workflow.

We have multiple goals in this study. First, we identify how
frequently developers restart their builds, and how often restarts
surface build flakiness. Second, we identify the characteristics of
projects that restart builds, to understand whether restarting is a
common, general practice (or not). Third, we analyze the reasons
that motivate developers to restart their builds. Finally, we study
the impact of restarted builds on developer workflow. Based on this
study, we discuss potential improvements for continuous integra-
tion, and ideas for a fully automatized build restart process that
could save significant developer time.

Our main observations are that developers restart at least 1.72%
of Travis CI builds, which represents 56,522 restarted builds in
our dataset. We observe that the projects that have a restarted
build differ from those that do not: more mature and more complex

1Jenkins website: https://jenkins.io/, visited July 20, 2021
2Travis website: https://travis-ci.org/, visited July 20, 2021
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projects are more likely to restart builds. We observe that build
restart rates differ by project language. Builds are most commonly
restarted in response to test failures, e.g., flaky tests, as well as
Travis CI limitations such as execution timeout. Finally, we observe
that restarted builds appear to have a major impact on developer
workflow: In 53.42% of the restarted builds, developers initiate a
restart within one hour of failure. This suggests that developers
choose to wait for CI results, interrupting (or pausing) their work
to address the issue. Restarted builds also slow down the merging
of pull requests by a factor of three, bringing the median merging
time from 16h to 48h.

To summarize, the contributions of this paper are:

• A comprehensive study on restarted builds, with implications
for CI system design;

• A framework, coined TravisListener, to collect real-time data
from Travis CI;

• A dataset of 3,286,773 builds and 56,522 restarted builds
collected in live;

• A dataset of 75,139,295 builds that cover the complete build
history of 171,057 repositories.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2
presents background on Travis CI and the idea of restarted builds.
Section 3 presents study design, including research questions and
data collection and analysis. Section 4 presents results, followed
by discussion (Section 5). Section 6 presents threats to the validity.
Section 7 discusses related work, and Section 8 concludes.

2 BACKGROUND
In this section, we briefly describe Travis CI and introduce the
notion of restarted builds as well as the technical implications of a
restarted build on Travis CI.

2.1 CI and Travis CI
Travis CI is a company that offers an open-source continuous inte-
gration service tightly integrated with GitHub. It allows developers
to build their projects without maintaining their own infrastructure.
Travis CI provides a simple interface to configure build tasks that
are executed for a set of given events: pull requests, commits, crons,
and API calls. Currently, Travis CI supports 34 programming lan-
guages, including Python, Node.js, Java, C, C++, in three operating
systems: Linux, Windows, and Mac OSX. It also supports technolo-
gies like Docker, Android apps, iOS apps, and various databases.
The Travis CI service is free for open-source projects; a paid version
is available for private projects. It is currently used by more than
932,977 open-source projects and 600,000 users.3

Travis CI interacts with GitHub via a set of webhooks that are
triggered by GitHub events. For each event, Travis CI sets up a
new build by reading the configuration that developers wrote in
the repository (.travis.yml file). Each build is composed of one
or several jobs. A job is the execution of the build in a specific
environment, for example, one job runs with Java 8 and one with
Java 9, or a job can also be used for specific tasks such as deploying
Docker images.

3Metrics provided at https://travis-ci.org, visited July 20, 2021
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Figure 1: Flowchart of the build restarting process.

2.2 Restarted Builds
A restarted build is one that has been relaunched manually, without
a corresponding underlying change in the project. In general, a
developer might restart a build when they observe inconsistent
or unexpected behavior that they suspect may be due to build or
environment flakiness that could be avoided with a new run. In
this study, we focus on restarted builds from Travis CI, because
Travis CI is one of the largest continuous integration services, and
its build information is also publicly available.

In the context of Travis CI, a restarted build is triggered when
a developer clicks on the restart button that the Travis CI inter-
face provides. Figure 1 presents a flowchart of a restarted build
on Travis CI. The first phase of a restarted build is identical to
any build execution on Travis CI. First, a developer pushes a code
change (commits) to GitHub. Second, GitHub processes the commits,
and notifies Travis CI of new code. Third, Travis CI analyzes the
Travis CI configuration (.travis.yml file), initializes the different
jobs that are configured, and saves the build and job information
into its database. Fourth, Travis CI executes the configured jobs.
Fifth, Travis CI saves the execution information in its database
(execution time, execution logs). Finally, Travis CI notifies the de-
velopers that the build execution has ended, and provides build
status.

https://travis-ci.org
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A restarted build is triggered directly by the developer, typically
by clicking the restart button provided by the Travis CI web inter-
face (note that Travis CI also provides an API to restart the build).
Importantly, once a build is restarted, all information saved during
the original execution is erased and overwritten. It is therefore not
naively possible to use the Travis CI API to learn the original status
or output of a build that has been restarted. Subsequently, execution
behavior is identical to a traditional build: Travis CI configures and
executes the jobs, and notifies developers.

The implications of this workflow are first, that developers have
to restart a build manually, typically in response to unexpected build
behavior. Second, the Travis CI API does not support comparison
between a restarted build and its original status. We discuss our
methodology for performing such comparisons in Section 3.2.

3 STUDY DESIGN
In this section, we present our study on the restarted builds on
Travis CI and their impact on the developer’s workflow.

3.1 Research Questions
During this study, we study four different aspects of restarted builds
to answer the following research questions.
RQ1. How frequently do developers restart builds? How often do

restarts identify flaky behavior? We answer this question
by collecting live data from Travis CI, estimating build restart
frequency and identifying howmany of those restarted builds
have a different status outcome.

RQ2. Do the projects that restart builds have the same charac-
teristics as other projects that use Travis CI? We answer
this question by studying the characteristics of projects that
restarted builds over the period of our live study. We aim to
identify potential common characteristics of those projects.

RQ3. Why do developers restart builds? In the third research ques-
tion, we analyze build logs to the extract reasons for the
failures of builds that developers choose to restart.

RQ4. What is the impact of flaky builds on development workflow?
In this final research question, we study when (temporally)
developers restart build, as well as the relationship between
build restarts and pull requests.

3.2 TravisListener Infrastructure
Figure 2 depicts our infrastructure for collecting the data required
to answer our four research questions. The infrastructure consists
of seven modules: three services, two plugins, a dashboard, and
a database. The infrastructure is built on top of Docker compose
v2.4.4 Docker Compose is straightforward to install, scalable, and
resilient (given, e.g., its auto-restart capabilities). Each module of
our infrastructure is thus a docker image integrated into Docker
compose. The services, plugins, and the dashboard are implemented
using JavaScript and Node.js v.10.

The Dashboard provides a web interface to configure and mon-
itor the state of the different modules of the system.

4Docker Compose documentation https://docs.docker.com/compose/ visited July 20,
2021
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Figure 2: Architecture of our TravisListener framework.

For the Database, we use MongoDB5 which integrates well
with Node.js and provides data compression by default. Data com-
pression is a useful feature, since we collect millions of highly
compressible log files.

The Log Parser Service is a service that is used to manipulate
logs. The current version of the service provides the following
features: 1) Log minimization: removes the meaningless content
such as progress bar status and log formatting. 2) Log Diff: produced
minimized diffs between two logs by removing all random or time-
based content, such as ids or dates. 3) Data extraction: parses the log
to extract failures reasons such as test failures, checkstyle warnings,
compilation errors, or timeouts. We are currently using 93 regular
expressions to extract failure reasons from logs.

The GitHub Service is a simple middleware component that
handles GitHub API’s tokens. It serves to simplify the usage of the
GitHub API within TravisListener by centralizing identification
and rate limiting.

The Travis Crawler Service extracts the information from
Travis CI. Its main purpose is to crawl Travis CI to detect any
new jobs and builds triggered by Travis CI, live. Travis Crawler
Service provides a WebSocket service that can be listened to by all
TravisListener modules. The WebSocket provides live notifications
for any new Travis CI jobs or builds.

The Build Saver Plugin listens to the Travis Crawler Service
and saves all information to the database. We save the following
information: Travis CI’s job, Travis CI’s build, commit information
(not including the diff), repository information, and user informa-
tion. The goal of this plugin is to track all changes, and provide
statistics on who is using Travis CI.

The Restarted Build Plugin collects the information relevant
to the present study. Its goal is to detect restarted builds on Travis CI.
As explained in Section 2.2, when a build is restarted by a developer,
all the original information is overwritten. Tracking restarted builds

5MongoDB website: https://mongodb.github.io/ visited July 20, 2021
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thus requires live collection of build data (in our case, using the
Build Saver Plugin). To detect restarted builds, the Restarted
Build Plugin crawls periodically (once a day) the collected builds
from the 30 previous days, comparing the build start timestamp
provided by the Travis CI’ API to the start time saved by the Build
Saver Plugin. If the two times differ, the build was restarted. For
each restarted build, we collect the new Travis CI job information
and execution logs.

The modularity and the use of Docker images make the frame-
work highly flexible. We develop this live infrastructure with the
vision that it will be reused by other developers for other purposes. It
could be extended to monitor other continuous integration services,
other Git services, or even to provide different services. For example,
we envision that TravisListener could easily be extended to create
a production service that monitors Travis CI and automatically pro-
vides feedback to developers. The source code of TravisListener is
available on GitHub: https://github.com/tdurieux/Travis-Listener.

3.3 Data collection overview
Data collection is composed of two main steps. The first step uses
TravisListener (see Section 3.2) to collect restarted builds from
Travis CI. The second step collects additional information from
Travis CI and GitHub to characterize the projects.

To recap, the first step is the collection of the builds and jobs
in real-time from Travis CI between Tue, 08 Oct 2019 and Thu, 19
Dec 2019. We save each new build and job from Travis CI in our
MongoDB database. When a failing job is detected, we download
its execution log. The log is cleaned to reduce its size, and then
stored. Every hour, we query Travis CI to request the build infor-
mation from the last 30 days. We compare the starting date from
the freshly collected data with the data that we previously stored in
our database. If the build information is different between the two
collections (primarily the starting timestamp), it means the build
has been restarted. For each restarted build, we collect the new job
information and execution logs. We then extract the failure reason
using regular expressions, and save everything in the database.

In the second step, we collected data from Travis CI and GitHub
to study the different aspects of the repositories. We collected the
complete Travis CI build history of all repositories that have trig-
gered a build during our study period. The complete history con-
tains 74,981,298 builds, amounting to 32G. We also collect GitHub
repository information, which contains the programming language,
the number of stars, the creation date, and the repository size. We
collect pull requests comments for all pull requests that have at least
one build collected during our study. Finally, we collect the commit
history for all the repositories that have at least one restarted build.

Table 1 presents primary statistics of the collected data. In total,
we collected 3,286,773 builds, 9,215,866 jobs, 3 jobs per build on
average, from 171,057 repositories. During the collection procedure,
we observed that 70% of the builds pass, 18% fail, 11% error, and
0.9% are canceled.

Table 2 presents the main statistics of the restarted builds that
we identify during our study period. In total, we identify 56,522
restarted builds, 125,461 restarted jobs on 22,345 repositories. Among
the restarted builds, 17% of the builds were passing, 48%were failing,
31% errored, and 3.9% were canceled.

Table 3 presents the samemetrics, but fromTravisTorrent dataset,
which we provide for context and comparison. Our dataset differs
meaningfully from TravisTorrent. First, because of the live study pe-
riod, we focus on a short, recent time period; TravisTorrent’s dataset
spans a wider, older timeframe. Second, TravisTorrent contains the
builds from 1,272 repositories, from three different programming
languages; we have builds from 171,057 repositories and all 34 sup-
ported languages. The two datasets do not have the same goal:
TravisTorrent focuses on a few projects but covers a large portion
of the build history of those projects, while our dataset focuses on
the diversity of projects and languages.

We create this new dataset for two reasons. First, and most im-
portant, TravisTorrent does not contain information about restarted
builds, and the information cannot be collected post-facto (as de-
scribed above). Second, our dataset provides a larger diversity of
projects and languages than other previous datasets.

To summarize, we live-collected 3,286,773 builds, 9,215,866 jobs
and 3,007,857 logs. We detected 56,522 restarted builds. We down-
load the complete Travis CI history of 171,057 projects, representing
75,139,295 builds. The complete uncompressed size of the dataset
is approximately 500Gb. The collected data is available on Zenodo
with the following DOI: 10.5281/zenodo.3601137.

4 STUDY ON RESTARTED BUILDS
In this section, we answer our four research questions.

4.1 RQ1. Restarted Builds
In this first research question, we investigate how many builds are
restarted by developers. The goal of this first research question
is to determine if developers are actually restarting builds; if so,
how often; and, whether the restarted builds change in outcome
post-restart.

Table 2 presents the main pieces of evidence to answer this first
research question. We identified 56,522 restarted builds, represent-
ing 1.72% of all the builds that we observed during our study. This
indicates that developers are indeed restarting builds. Note that our
observation underestimates reality, because we miss some of the
restarted builds. Indeed, we are not able to detect that builds that are
restarted too quickly because we need to collect the original state of
the build and the restarting state of the build. Our Travis CI crawler
is blind to builds that are restarted a few seconds after the original.
We therefore do not consider such builds. We are also missing builds
that are restarted after 30 days, primarily to to reduce the number
of requests made on Travis CI. We are surprised to observe that
so many builds are restarted, primarily because doing so requires
manual labor from a developer with sufficient project privileges;
intuitively, we expected that a privileged, manual procedure would
appear only marginally throughout a fully automatic process like
CI.

Our overall hypothesis is that developers restart a build because
they expect the build behavior to change. Figure 3 corroborates
our hypothesis. This figure shows how the states of the builds
change between the original build and the restarted build. The
horizontal axis presents the original state; the vertical axis presents
the numbers of restarted builds; and the stacked colors represent
the state of the restarted builds. We observe that 46.77% of the

https://github.com/tdurieux/Travis-Listener
https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.3601137
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Table 1: Overview of the collected data.

Metric Name Value

Start Study Tue, 08 Oct 2019
End Study Thu, 19 Dec 2019
# Builds 3,286,773
# Jobs 9,215,866
# Logs 3,007,857
# Repositories 171,057

# Passed builds 2,306,130 (70%)
# Failed builds 583,415 (18%)
# Errored builds 367,963 (11%)
# Canceled builds 29,265 (0.9%)

Avg. # builds per repo 19
Avg. # jobs per repo 52

Table 2: Overviewof the restarted builds.

Metric Name Value

# Restarted Builds 56,522 (1.7%)
# Restarted Jobs 125,461 (1.4%)
# Restarted Logs 61,783 (2.1%)
# Restarted Repositories 22,345 (13%)

# Restart Passed builds 9,707 (17%)
# Restart Failed builds 27,006 (48%)
# Restart Errored builds 17,621 (31%)
# Restart Canceled builds 2,186 (3.9%)

Table 3: Overview of TravisTorrent met-
rics.

Metric Name Value

Start Study 2011-08-29
End Study 2016-08-31
# Builds 702,922
# Jobs 3,734,303
# Repositories 1,272
# Languages 3

# Passed builds 524,017 (75%)
# Failed builds 124,821 (18%)
# Errored builds 55,907 (8.0%)
# Canceled builds 2,394 (0.3%)

Avg. # builds per repo 553
Avg. # jobs per repo 2,936
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Figure 3: Evolution of the build status between original
builds and restarted builds.

failing/errored builds pass post-restart. This high percentage of state
changes between the original and the restarted builds surprised
us, because it indicates that builds are flaky; it also indicates that
developers are reasonably adept at identifying such flaky builds. In
our study, we observed that 0.80% (46.77% of 1.72% of the restarted
builds) of all Travis CI builds in our dataset are flaky (and recall that
this is a lower bound). We study the cause of flakiness in greater
depth in the third research question (see Section 4.3).

In total, 171,057 repositories have at least one restarted build,
which represents 13.06% of all the repositories that triggered a
build during our study period. Note that most repositories that
include restarts only restarted a few builds. This is confirmed by
Figure 4, which presents how frequently projects restart builds.
This chart shows that 59.54% of the repositories restart only one
build, and 33.56% restart between 2-5 builds. Restarting a build is,
overall, a rare operation in the development workflow. However,
some projects restart builds far more frequently. For example, the
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Figure 4: Distribution of the number of repositories versus
the number of time the repositories restart a build.

project getsentry/sentry6 restarted 231 builds (out of 1,613) during
our study period. This represents a restart rate of 14%, much higher
than the average that we observed. One possible reason for this
this high number of restarted builds is a high number of flaky tests;
indeed, we found 33 pull requests to this project that mention flaky
tests.
Answer to RQ1. How frequently do developers restart
builds? How often do restarts identify flaky behavior? We
observe that developers indeed restart builds. In our study, we
observe that 1.72% of the builds are restarted. However, restarting
a build is not a common task, and most of the projects only restart
one to five builds during the studied time period. Interestingly,
46.77% of the restarted builds change their failing state to a pass-
ing state after the restart. This suggests that the restarted builds
suffer from flaky behavior.

6https://github.com/getsentry/sentry

https://github.com/getsentry/sentry
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Figure 5: The restarted rate per language.

4.2 RQ2. Projects that restart builds
In this second research question, we analyze the general character-
istics of the projects that restart builds. The goal is to identify pat-
terns that differentiate the restarted builds from the non-restarted
ones. We analyze: (1) the programming languages, (2) number of
builds triggered by the repositories, (3) execution time, and finally
(4) popularity of the repository (number of stars).

Figure 5 presents the restarting rate per language for the ten
most frequent languages in Travis CI. JavaScript and TypeScript
stand out. Only 1.02% of the JavaScript builds, and 1.05% of the
TypeScript builds are restarted, whereas the other languages have
build restart rates between 1.27 and 2.82%. To seek to explain this
difference, we analyze the distribution of build state between the
languages (see Figure 6), the number of builds for each languages
(see Figure 7) and the build execution times Figure 8). This analysis
is based on the complete Travis CI build history of 171,057 projects,
which represents a total of 75,139,295 builds.

Figure 7 presents the success rate for the top 10 programming
languages. The boxes with vertical lines present the success rate
of the projects that did not restart builds in the studied time pe-
riod. The boxes without vertical lines are the success rate for the
projects that have at least one restarted build. A higher success rate
for JavaScript and TypeScript would explain the lower number of
restarted builds. However, as this figure attests, we did not observe
any major differences between the success rate of JavaScript and
TypeScript and the other languages.

Figure 7 presents a box chart of the median number of Travis CI
builds per project for each language. The gray box presents the
value for the projects that do not have a restarted build, and the
blue bar presents the value for the projects that have at least one
restarted build. We also did not identify a significant difference
between JavaScript/TypeScript and other languages.

Finally, Figure 8 presents box plots of the median build duration
for each language. The gray box presents the value for the projects

Table 4: Number of stars of 21,775 projects that have
restarted builds compared to the 153,666 that do not have a
restarted build. The number of projects differs from Table 1
and Table 2 because we lack data on the repositories that are
no longer accessible since initial data collection.

Metric Restarted Non-Restarted

# Stars 8,256,003 20,837,112
Average 379 136
Median 3 1

that do not have a restarted build, and the blue bar presents the
value for the projects that have at least one restarted build. Here,
we do observe a difference between JavaScript and TypeScript and
other languages: JavaScript and TypeScript builds are substantially
faster than those in other programming languages. A shorter build
execution time typically suggests that the builds are less complex
than those for other languages and, therefore, likely less prone to
producing unexpected behavior requiring restarts.

Turning to project popularity: Table 4 presents the number of
stars for the projects with a restarted build compared to the other
projects. We observe that the projects with restarted builds are
more popular than the others. They have, on average, 379 stars,
with a median of 3 stars. The other projects only have an average
of 136 stars and a median of 1.

Based on Figure 6, Figure 7, Figure 8 and Table 4, we observe a dif-
ference of behavior of the projects that have restarted builds. These
projects have a lower build success rate, a much higher number
of builds, a much higher build execution time, and are more popu-
lar than the projects that do not have restarted builds. Moreover,
those observations are consistent for the top 10 languages, with-
out exception. We interpret those differences as the projects with
restarted builds are more complex, suggesting perhaps they have
more experienced developers that are more likely to use advanced
features such as build restart.
Answer to RQ2.Do the projects that restart builds have the
same characteristics as other projects that use Travis CI?
We observe that some languages are more likely to be associated
with build restarts. In particular, we observe that JavaScript and
TypeScript projects only restart around 1% of the builds where
C++ projects restart 2.82% of the builds. Our hypothesis to ex-
plain this difference argues a relationship between programming
language and build process complexity. Simple and faster builds,
such as most JavaScript and TypeScript builds, are restarted less
frequently than C++ builds, for instance. We also observe that, on
average, projects that restart builds differ from projects without
restarts in terms of success rate, number of builds, execution time,
and popularity. Our interpretations of these results are that more
complex and more experienced projects restart builds more often.

4.3 RQ3. Causes of Restarted and Flaky Builds
In the third research question, we study the potential reasons that
lead developers to restart the builds. Due to the large scale of our
study, it was not possible to manually annotate all restarted builds.
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Figure 6: Comparison of the distribution
of build status between the projects with
restarted builds (plain box) vs. the other
projects (boxes with vertical lines).
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Figure 7: Box plot of the number of
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builds (blue box) vs. the projects that do
not have (gray box). It shows that the
projects with restated builds have more
builds that the other projects.
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Figure 8: Box plots of the execution time
of projects that have restarted builds
(blue box) vs. the projects that do not
have (gray box). It shows that the execu-
tion time of projects that have restarted
builds are much higher.

Therefore, we extracted, using 93 regular expressions, failure rea-
sons from the logs of restarted builds. We were able to extract
failure reasons for 19,730 builds. We manually analyzed a sample
of the passing builds that were restarted, to further try to surface
reasons why developers would restart a passing build.

Figure 9 presents the ten most frequent types of failure in the
execution logs. Each bar presents the number of jobs that contains
the associated type of failure. Each color represents the state of the
build after the builds have been restarted. For example, it shows
that 8,384 builds failed because of test failures, and after the restart
4,586 of those builds are now passing.

We observe that the most frequent cause of build failure is test
failure. This is followed by failures related to the Travis CI environ-
ment, i.e., a build timeout, or no log output for 10 minutes, which
has been observed by prior studies as well [8, 9], These results
are interesting, because they imply that an important number of
restarted builds are restarted for reasons that are related to the
source code of the project and not only because of CI environment
problems. This confirms prior observations [8].

Moreover, it is interesting to observe that builds that are restarted
in response to test failures have a lower restart success rate, i.e., the
original build was failing and it is now passing after the restart, as
compared to the other type of failures. It indicates that developers
have more trouble determining which builds to restart when the
failures are related to tests. The other failure types have a much
higher success rate of restarts, achieving more than 78% of success-
ful restart for the Error install dependencies failure type.
This type of failure could, therefore, be automatically restarted
with a minimal cost for the CI service.

We also did not expect to see such a large number of passing
builds restarted. Offhand, there is no obvious reason for a developer
to restart a passing build. However, 17.17% of the restarted builds are
passing builds that are restarted, and 92.62% of the time, the passing
builds continue to pass after the restart. We investigated this case,
but unfortunately, did not succeed in identifying the reason behind
this practice. We looked at the type of project, execution time, the
difference between the execution times of the original and restarted
builds, the Travis CI configuration, if the restarted passing builds
are more related to pull requests. However, we did not succeed in
identifying any specific reason that would explain why developers
restart passing builds — this remains an open question.

Answer to RQ3. Why do developers restart builds? We ob-
serve that failing test cases are the main reason that developers
restart a build. It is followed by failures that are inherent to
the Travis CI environment, such as execution timeout. We also
observe that the success rate of restarted builds largely varies
between the causes of restarts. A build that is restarted after an
error during a dependency installation is more likely to succeed
than one that is restarted in response to a failing test case. Further
studies should also focus on restarted passing builds, in order to
understand developer’s goal.

4.4 RQ4. Impact of the Restarted Builds
In this final research question, we explore the impact of restarted
builds on the development workflow.
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Figure 9: Reasons of failures of the restarted builds. The
state of the restarted build is represented with by the col-
ors, green for passing, red for failure, orange for error, and
gray for canceled.

4.4.1 Developer workflow. We first look at when, temporally, de-
velopers restart builds relative to the original build. Figure 10 shows
the distribution of the amount of time separating the beginning
of the original build and the beginning of the restarted build. We
see that 42.01% of the builds are restarted in less than 30min, and
63.01% of the builds are restarted within 2 hours. This suggests that
a developer saw that a build is failing, analyzed the failed build, and
decided to restart it quickly after the end of the original execution.
By implication, this means that developers are either watching the
build as it executes, or must stop what they are doing to analyze the
build and restart it. This implies that the developer has to switch
between potentially complex tasks, as observed by Czerwinski et
al. [4], and also that they are interrupted, a source of stress, higher
frustration, time pressure and effort [12]. This is particularly an is-
sue when a build is flaky, because these are ultimately unnecessary
interruptions that lead to longer wait times and more interruptions.

4.4.2 Pull Requests. We now analyze the impact of restarted builds
on pull requests. A pull request is a code modification (one or more
commits) proposed by a developer which is typically reviewed be-
fore being merged into the project. To study the impact of restarted
builds, we look at the merging time of the pull requests. The merg-
ing time is the amount of time between the pull request is opened
until it is accepted and merged into the project source code.

Figure 11 presents box plots of merging time of all pull requests
that executed a build during our study. The 𝑦 axis shows the re-
lationship between the author of the pull request and the project:
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Figure 10: Amount of time between the original builds and
the restarted builds.

None indicates that there is no relationship between the author and
the project, e.g., the author never contributed to it; Contributor
means that the author contributed to the project at least once pre-
viously; Member means that the author is part of the project orga-
nization; Collaborator means that the author has been added as
collaborator by the project owner; and finally, Owner means that
the author of the PR is the owner of the project itself. Each relation-
ship type is divided in three: the pull requests from projects that
do not have any restarted builds (gray box), the pull requests from
project that have at least one restarted build, but not in the current
pull request (orange box), and the pull requests that have at least
one restarted build (blue box). The 𝑥 axis presents the amount of
time requires to merge the pull request.

Figure 11 shows that the merging requires substantially more
time when the pull request has a restarted build (blue box). This
difference cannot be completely explained by a difference of project
characteristics , since the difference between the projects that do
not have a restarted build and the projects that have a restarted
build, respectively the gray and orange boxes, is much smaller. The
median time of the pull request with a restarted build is 11x larger
than the median time of projects that do not have restarted builds.
It brings the median time of merging time from 4h to 48h. The
merging time is 3x larger compared to the projects that have at
least a restarted builds, which takes the median merging time from
16h to 48h.

The difference inmerging time can be explained by several poten-
tial factors. The build has to be reexecuted, which requires time to
reexecute the build along with the time required for a developer to
manually initiate the build restart. Moreover, only project members
(if they have permission on the specific project), collaborators, and
owners have sufficient permission to restart a build. A contributor
therefore needs someone else to restart the build for them.
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Figure 11: Box plot of the pull request merging time. The
𝑦 axis presents the relationship between the project and the
author of the pull request. The 𝑥 axis contains the amount of
time requires to merge the pull request. The gray boxes are
for the PR in projects that do not have restarted build. The
orange boxes are the PRs that are from projects that have
at least one restarted build. The blue boxes are the PRs that
have restarted build.

A second factor is that a restarted build can also start a dis-
cussion related to the flaky behavior of the build. For example, in
pull request #13477 of keras-team/keras project,7 the author and a
member of the project discussed what to do with a flaky test. This
discussion takes time, and therefore slows down the merging of the
pull request.

Answer to RQ4. What is the impact of flaky builds on de-
velopment workflow? We observe that the restarted builds
have an impact on the development workflow. We firstly show
that developers restart builds shortly after the build failed. This
indicates that developers are waiting for the results or stopping
their current task to analyze and restart the builds. Secondly, we
observe that restarted build slow down the merging process of
pull requests. We measure a slowdown of 11 times compared to
projects that do not have restarted build and three 3 compared to
projects that have at least a restarted build.

5 DISCUSSION
As shown in our results for RQ1, the majority of restarted builds
change their status between the original and restarted executions.
This indicates that developers are relatively successful in identifying
which builds would have a different CI result if they are restarted.
7https://github.com/keras-team/keras/pull/13477#discussion_r337469914, visited July
20, 2021

We also show that those restarted builds are associated with a con-
siderably slower merging of pull requests. It is, therefore, important
to study potential solutions that can be proposed to developers to
mitigate this problem. An obvious mitigation strategy would be to
restart certain builds automatically; however, there is a trade-off to
balance reliability and cost in terms of execution cost and feedback
delay, i.e., sending a notification to the developer.

In RQ3, we observe that the main cause of restart is related to
failing tests, followed by causes related to network issues, e.g., con-
nection timeout, and Travis CI limitations, e.g., execution timeout.
The main cause, flaky tests, is most difficult to identify in terms of
whether a build should be restarted. Indeed, detecting test flakiness
requires platform specific techniques that require additional instru-
mentation and execution [2]. This makes it difficult to scale the
detection of flaky tests. At best, any such solution is computation-
ally expensive. The causes related to network issues and Travis CI
limitations are easier to identify, and present a high restart success
rate (see Figure 9). Even in those cases, an automatic restart is not
a trivial task because the restart should be carefully planned. It
would not make sense, for example, to restart a build that is failing
because a website is temporarily out of service; a restart needs to
wait for the website to become available. We plan in future work to
design a new approach to automatically restart builds on Travis CI
and study how developers perceive this type of amortization.

6 THREATS TO VALIDITY
1) Internal: Did we skew the accuracy of our results with how we
collected and analyzed information? Collecting restarted builds re-
quires constant monitoring of Travis CI activity, as it cannot be
collected after the fact. During the study period, we faced sev-
eral server crashes and a disk crash. Those issues forced us to
pause data collection for several weeks. This may introduce non-
representativeness in the data. However, we ran the collection over
a large period of time and collected millions of builds, which reduce
this risk.

We manually analyzed logs from failing builds to identify regular
expressions to identify causes of failure. There is a risk that we
could miss important causes of failure due to the volume of logs
that needed to be analyzed. To mitigate this risk, we provide the
complete list of regular expressions in our GitHub repository. The
failing logs and the extracted failure reasons are also provided to
allow future researchers to use and verify our work.
2) External: Do our results generalize? A potential threat is that
the study period is non-representative due to abnormal activity
on Travis CI. We reduce this risk by collecting data during a large
period of time, from Tue, 08 Oct 2019 to Thu, 19 Dec 2019. During
that period, wemonitored the Travis CI and GitHub announcements
to ensure that nothing abnormal was happening.

To enable our results to generalize as much as possible, we se-
lected a large and diverse set or projects in various languages, across
a wide range of projects on GitHub. However, all of our projects
are open source, so we cannot make claims about how our results
might generalize to proprietary projects.
3) Replicability: Can others replicate our results? To support others
in replicating our results, we make our data and infrastructure
code available for other researchers and users. The source code of

https://github.com/keras-team/keras/pull/13477#discussion_r337469914
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TravisListener is available on GitHub with the DOI: 10.5281/zen-
odo.3709181. The data is available on Zenodo with the following
DOI: 10.5281/zenodo.3601137.

7 RELATEDWORK
This section presents the related works of this contribution. We
focused on two research fields: the works related to Travis CI and
the works related to flaky builds.

7.1 Related work studying Travis CI
Beller et al. [3] exploits TravisTorrent to study the build behavior
of the projects that use Travis CI. Hilton et al. [7] study the use of
continuous integration in open-source projects. They show that
continuous integration has a positive impact on the projects, and
it is used in 70% of the most popular projects on GitHub. Zhao et
al. [16] study the impact of Travis CI on development practices.
Their main finding is that GitHub pull requests are more frequently
closed after the integration of Travis CI. Widder et al. [15] present a
study analyzing the reasons projects leave Travis CI. They observed
that this phenomenon is related to build duration and repository
language. They showed that C# repositories were more likely to quit
Travis CI because Travis CI (at the time) did not support Windows
virtual machines (support has since been added). On the contrary,
repositories that have long build are more likely to continue to use
Travis CI. Durieux et al. [5] present a study on 35 million jobs of
Travis CI. They analyze how developers are using Travis CI and for
which purposes. They find that Travis CI is still mainly used for
building and testing applications. Compared to these prior studies,
our study targets different aspects of the CI process: We focus on
restarted builds and their impact on the development workflow.

Rausch et al. [14] present a study on 14 open-source projects
that use GitHub and Travis CI. They analyzed the build failure
and identified 14 different error categories. They presented several
seven observations, such as “authors that commit less frequently
tend to cause fewer build failures”, or “Build failures mostly occur
consecutively”. The difference between this study of build failure
and our study is that this related work focuses on the context of
the build failure, where we are interested in the cause of failure,
e.g., which errors produce build failures, as well as build flakiness.

7.2 Related work studying flaky tests
Luo et al. [11] presented the first empirical analysis of flaky tests.
They manually analyzed 201 commits from 51 Apache projects that
fix flaky tests. Based on this analysis, they produced a taxonomy of
the most common root causes of the flaky tests, as well as identify
strategies to identify and fix certain types of flakiness. Compared
to this work, we focus on flaky builds, studying what causes build
flakiness and flakiness impact on development workflow. In future
work, we plan to analyze the flaky tests that we mined and verify
that Lui et al.’s taxonomy can be applied to them.

Eck et al. [6] study the developer’s perspective on the flaky tests.
They build a dataset of 200 flaky tests and then ask the original
developers that fixed the problem to analyze the nature, fixing
effort and the origin of the flakiness. Developers indicated that
flaky tests are rather frequent and a non-negligible problem. They
only considered that reproducing the context leading to the test

failures and understanding the nature of the flakiness are the most
important and most challenging needs. In our study, we did not
contact the developers to understand their perspective on the flaky
tests. However, we provide a dataset and framework that could help
the community to further investigate flaky tests.

Bell et al. [2] proposed DeFlaker, an automated technique that
identifies flaky tests by running a mix of static and dynamic analy-
ses. Lam et al. [10] presented iDFlakies, a tool that identifies tests
that are flaky due to order execution. Compared to those two con-
tributions, our contribution does not aim to detect automatically
flaky tests. However, a new benchmark of flaky tests could use our
approach of restarted build detection to identify projects that have
potential flaky tests.

Micco [13] presents the current state of continuous integration
at Google. He indicates that 84% of transitions from passing to
failing tests at Google are from "flaky" tests. During our study, we
did not observe the same behavior in the open-source project. This
probably due does a different nature of the testing that is made at
Google compared to testing in open-source projects.

8 CONCLUSIONS
In this study, we analyzed the restarted builds from Travis CI, one
of the most popular build systems. We collected 56,522 restarted
builds from 22,345 projects. We show that 13.06% of the restarted
builds are passing. We identify older and more complex projects
are more prompted to restart a build. Interestingly, the different
programming languages are not subject to the same level of build
restart. JavaScript and TypeScript are the languages with the lower
restart rate, and C++ is the language with the most frequent request.

We identify that test failures and tests in error are the most
common causes of build restarts, followed by the causes that are
related to the Travis CI environment, i.e., execution timeout. We
also identify that the different failure reasons have a different restart
success rate.

Moreover, we observe that a restarted build entails an impact on
the developmentworkflow. Developers need towait for the outcome
of the builds and therefore introduce a serious delay when the build
needs to be restarted several times. Moreover, we observe that
restarted builds introduce a serious delay in pull request merging.
Indeed, on average, the pull requests that have a restarted build are
11 times slower than the pull requests from projects that do not
have restarted build.

Finally, we discuss the possibility of restarting fully automati-
cally some builds that are failing due to reasons that have a high
restart success rate. This automatization would save developers’
save time and effort, hence reducing the delay of the contribution
of an external contributor.
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